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WASTE AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT POLICY
1. Summary
The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust (RMH) has a legal and environmental
responsibility to ensure the safe handling, segregation, storage, movement, disposal and
documentation of its waste is undertaken in accordance with the Environmental Protection
Act 1990 (EPA). This policy provides guidance and defines the key requirements and
actions necessary to achieve this.
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2. Scope
This policy applies to all RMH staff including visitors and contractors and is made available
to the public on request.
3. Policy statement
RMH produces over 1300 tonnes of waste annually from its activities, including but not
limited to clinical, offensive, recycling, domestic, food, electrical and confidential.
This policy sets out our commitment to the safe and cost-effective management of all our
waste and the actions necessary to progressively reduce any associated environmental
impacts.
We comply with all waste legislation, regulations and codes of practice. Failure to comply
with these requirements risks prosecution by the main regulator of waste management in
England, the Environment Agency. Through implementing this policy, we aim to mitigate
risks associated with waste management and develop and maintain a positive, open and
credible working relationship with the regulator.
We have adopted the colour-coding system of segregation set out in the Health Technical
Memorandum 07-01: Safe Management of Healthcare Waste (HTM). Using an industryrecognised system ensures our waste is segregated correctly, appropriate receptacles
used and best disposal methods employed. Disposal options vary considerably in terms of
cost and environmental impact and it therefore essential these aspects are also
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considered where multiple options exist. Please refer to Appendix A – Waste Segregation
Matrix for further information.
To support this policy, Waste Datasheets (WDS) have been developed for waste types
generated acting as ‘live’ documents for development and revision as necessary. Each
WDS includes the procedure to be followed for correct handling, storage, transportation
and disposal of waste type.
In 2016 RMH was first awarded the Carbon Trust Waste Standard - certification
recognises our continued effects to deal with waste more effectively and this policy
supports the bi-annual targeted re-accreditation of the Standard.
4. Objectives











Remain within the waste legal framework by complying with relevant legislation
Actively influence the Waste Hierarchy at source
Reduce environmental impacts of waste generation and disposal
Provide staff with guidance in the safe handling and disposal of all wastes
Support bi-annual re-accreditation of the Carbon Trust Standard for Waste
Reduce financial and environmental risks associated with poor waste segregation
Increase recycling waste and re-use across all sites
Identify the roles and responsibilities necessary to achieve the policy objectives
Monitor and maintain objectives for continual improvement
Support the delivery of strategic waste and resource objectives as required by our
Project Green group

5. Targets










Maintain status as a zero waste to landfill employer (where conditions allow)
Introduce site-wide recycling using a ‘recycling hub’ system
Remove office ‘at-desk’ bins where appropriate to facilitate increasing recycling
Introduce a site-wide battery recycling scheme
Reduce single-use items wherever possible, eg coffee cups/water cooler cups
Pilot the introduction of PVC recycling in Theatres
Introduce a re-use scheme for bulky items such as desks/chairs
Deconstruct unusable bulky waste into component parts and recycle
Deliver waste training to all staff

6. Training
In partnership with ISS, a waste training package for continual improvement will be
developed for staff. All areas will be audited to establish any areas for improvement,
training tailored to address findings and staff trained accordingly. This process will be
repeated until such time as all staff and areas at RMH’s sites have been addressed in an
attempt to improvement waste management.
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7. Roles and responsibilities
Role
Chief Executive

Responsibilities
Overall responsibility for
delivering the policy objectives
and ensuring targets are met

Details
Responsibility is delegated to the
Head of Facilities with support
provided by Waste Manager

Head of Facilities

Trust-wide waste management
and overall responsibility for
delivering the policy objectives
and targets, as delegated by the
Chief Executive
Estates maintenance and new
works services/activities

Responsibility is delegated by the
Chief Executive to the Head of
Facilities with support provided by
Waste Manager

Disposal of capital and minor
works projects constructionrelated waste

The tender/contract for the project
will require the construction
contractor to dispose of their
building waste. The Trust will
dispose of clinical equipment,
furniture and all other items in the
proposed area of the project in
preparation for the contractor to
take possession. This excludes
items specifically identified in the
project tender/contract
All staff have a responsibility to
segregate waste in accordance with
this policy
Line managers are responsible for
ensuring their staff are familiar with
this policy and providing access to
training provided by ISS to enable
effective waste segregation
Ensuring waste management is
captured in the RMH Annual Report
Resource efficient and low-waste
design products and services
should be considered in the
procurement selection
When office moves take place
check if similar items are being
stored by contacting Waste
Management Team before
purchasing
Provide pre-acceptance reports and
regular advice on classification,
segregation and management of all
dangerous goods received,
managed and consigned by RMH

Head of Estates/
Estates
Managers &
Officers
Capital Projects
Managers

All staff

Safe and effective segregation

Line managers
including
Matrons and
Sisters

Access to waste guidance and
resources

Marketing
Manager
Procurement
team

Annual Reports

Space
Management

Re-use existing products where
possible

Dangerous
Goods Safety
Advisor

Dangerous Goods advisory
consultancy services and waste
pre-acceptance reports
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ISS/Trust Waste
Manager
ISS/Trust Waste
Operatives
ISS Waste
Services
Manager

Duty of Care audits

Senior
management

Waste minimisation
programmes and investment

Learning and
Development
team

Develop and update Waste
Management e-learning

Communications
Team

Awareness-raising and
publication of achievements
within waste management

Project Green
Group

Review and support where
necessary waste technology
proposals across the Trust to
achieve increased positive
environmental outcomes

Undertake waste audits
Implement corrective action
plans

Undertake audits at permitted sites
used to dispose of RMH waste
Twice-weekly waste audits at
Chelsea and Sutton sites
Corrective action plans to be
developed with Trust Waste
Manager from site-specific audit
findings
Provide financial support to enable
the development of waste
management schemes, eg
marketing materials, resources,
awareness-raising days, pilot new
innovative waste disposal
techniques etc
Supported by the Waste Manager,
waste management e-learning to be
developed and updated as
necessary to ensure all staff are
fully informed and aware of what is
required to fulfil the policy
requirements
Provide support to Waste Manager
in publicising aspects of waste
management as necessary to
facilitate behavioural change and/or
raise profile of service
Waste Manager to put forward
ideas and suggestions at Project
Green Group meetings

8. Legislation
All waste legislation is complied with and the following represents a non-exhaustive list of
the key legislation:
 The Environmental Protection Act, 1990
 The List of Wastes (England) Regulations, 2005 as amended
 Hazardous Waste (England and Wales) Regulations, 2005 as amended
 The Carriage of Dangerous Goods and Use of Transportable Pressure Equipment
Regulations, 2009 as amended
 Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations, 2010 as amended
 Waste (England & Wales) Regulations, 2011
 Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012
 Controlled Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2012 as amended
 Electrical and Electronic Equipment Regulations, 2013
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9. Specific details to explain the policy
Waste management at RMH is divided between the Trust and ISS. The below table
provides a quick overview of who to contact for disposal, with the Waste Disposal
Datasheets in Appendix B providing more detailed information.

Waste item or issue
Clinical waste collections
Recycling waste collections
General/domestic waste
collections
Waste hold queries
Electrical
Bulky, eg broken furniture,
drip stands
Toners/used printer
cartridges
Chemicals
Genetically modified waste
Confidential waste
IT waste

Who to contact

How to contact

ISS Helpdesk

Telephone ext 5050 and please
obtain a reference number for
your records

Trust Waste
Management Team

Email:
wastemanagement@rmh.nhs.uk

Trust Waste
Management Team
Sphere IT Service
Desk

Email:
confidentialwaste@rmh.nhs.uk
Via Sphere portal icon located
on desktops

10. Relevant Trust policies
Asbestos Management Policy and Procedures
Blood-Borne Viruses: Prevention of Infection (Inoculation Injury (Needlestick) Procedures)
Systemic Anti-Cancer Therapy (Including Chemotherapy) Policy
COSHH Assessment Policy
Environmental Management Policy and Strategy
Fire Safety Policy
Genetically Modified Organisms - Policy, Procedures and Guidance for Compliance
Health and Safety Policy
Infection Prevention and Control Operational Policy
Management of Patients with Infection Policy
Medical Devices - Policy for the Safe Management of
Medicines Management Policy
Radiation Protection - Radioactive Management Policy
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Appendix A – Waste Segregation Matrix
Designated colour

Waste type

Description and disposal options
Contaminated with body fluids, excretions or
secretions but with no hazardous properties.
Includes incontinence and sanitary waste,
dressings, swabs, vomit bowls, PPE etc
where no infection is known or suspected

Yellow
with
black
stripe

Offensive/Tiger Stripe

Orange

Infectious

Yellow

Infectious
contaminated with
pharmaceuticals

Healthcare waste contaminated with Cat A
infectious pathogens or Cat B infectious
waste that is also contaminated with
pharmaceutical waste chemicals

Red

Anatomical

Body parts, organs, bones, histopathology
specimens and other recognisable
anatomical waste - includes full blood bags

Blue

Waste that is infectious or potentially
infectious but not contaminated with
pharmaceuticals or chemicals

Pharmaceutical

Purple

Cytotoxic and
cytostatic sharps

Green-tinted bags

Recycling

Clear bags

Food

Clear

General

White pot

Dental amalgam

Blue secure consoles

Confidential
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Pharmaceutically-active waste including
contaminated packaging or waste generated
administering medication. Full, partially full
or empty medicine bottles, blister packs and
loose tablets
Sharps waste contaminated with cytotoxic /
cytostatic residues, cytotoxic / cytostatic
pharmaceuticals and contaminated items
such as gloves and aprons
Office and ward waste where a market exists
for recycling and would otherwise be
disposed of as domestic waste, such as
paper, card, plastic, cans/tins etc
Food waste including wastes from food
preparation and uneaten meals
Office and ward waste that is not hazardous
and cannot be recycled
Dental amalgam and mercury including spent
and out-of-date capsules, excess mixed
amalgam etc
Confidential, sensitive or patient or staff
identifiable information
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Appendix B – Waste Disposal Datasheets
Ref number

Waste type

WDD01

Anatomical

WDD02

Batteries

WDD03

Bulky

WDD04

Catering waste including cooking oil

WDD05

Chemicals

WDD06

Clinical – infectious – orange bags

WDD07

Clinical – orange sharps bins

WDD08

Clinical – infectious cytotoxic – yellow purple bags/purple lidded bins

WDD09

Clinical – purple sharps bins

WDD10

Clinical– infectious drug contaminated – yellow bags or hard burn bin

WDD11

Clinical – yellow sharps bins

WDD12

Confidential

WDD13

General

WDD14

Gardening

WDD15

Genetically modified

WDD16

Glass

WDD17

IT

WDD18

Mercury waste including dental amalgam

WDD19

Non-hazardous pharmaceutical (not cytotoxic/cytostatic)

WDD20

Offensive – tiger stripe bag

WDD21

Radioactive contaminated waste

WDD22

Recyclable

WDD23

Toner & ink cartridges

WDD24

Waste electrical & electronic equipment (WEEE)
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WDD01

Anatomical Waste

Description

Waste containing identifiable anatomical parts

Examples

Carriage Regulations

Placenta, diagnostic specimens from pathology, identifiable anatomical tissue from
theatres, animal wastes etc
18 01 03* / 18 01 02 (human)
18 02 02*/18 02 03 (animal)
18 01 03*/18 01 06 (specimens contaminated with formaldehyde)
HP9 (infectious)
HP3 (flammable)
HP9 (where specimens contaminated with flammable chemicals)
UN3291 Clinical Waste unspecified NOS in red-lidded-plastic or bio bin container

Disposal Container/s

UN-approved red-lidded plastic or Bio-bin container where appropriate

Local storage
arrangements

Containers stored in sluice room or dirty utility for collection by ISS staff
Containers must be sealed and signed prior to collection
Containers must be stored upright

Collection and
movement
arrangements
Central storage
arrangements

Daily scheduled collections by ISS

Transportation

Where external contractors are used to collect anatomical waste for disposal, their
vehicles shall be fit for the purpose and compliant with all relevant road use
legislation

Documentation

A Hazardous Waste Consignment Note must be used for all consignments of clinical
waste collected by the appointed waste contractor and kept on site for 3 years

Disposal

Suitably permitted hazardous waste incinerator

Spillage arrangements

Blood spillages should be absorbed with granules then cleaned up. If the spillage is
within a clinical waste cart the waste management contractor will need to be
informed. Any further action will be on the advice of the Infection Prevention
Control team

EWC Code/s

Hazard code/s

Authoring Department:
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WDD02

Batteries – datasheet under development

Definition
Examples
EWC Code/s
Hazard Code/s
Carriage Regulations
Disposal container/s
Handling
Storage
Transport
Documentation
Disposal

Email Trust waste management at wastemanagement@rmh.nhs.uk to arrange disposal

WDD03

Bulky

Description

Redundant or broken large items

Examples
EWC Code

Chairs (metal, plastic, wood), tables, cupboards, desks. This does NOT include
broken beds or trolleys that may have lease agreements attached
20 03 07

Hazard code

Not applicable

Disposal Container/s
Carriage Regulations
Local storage
arrangements
Collection and
movement
arrangements

Not applicable
Not applicable
Furniture must not accumulate in corridors, wards or other unsuitable places and must
not obstruct access routes or form a potential fire hazard
On request via Trust waste management team:
Disposal of broken furniture should be arranged by emailing
wastemanagement@rmh.nhs.uk for collection. Please include as much detail as
possible, including contact details, size/type of item and location

Central storage
arrangements

Transportation

Documentation
Disposal

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

Redundant furniture from in-patient care areas must be decontaminated by clinical
staff in accordance with the Trust’s Infection Prevention Control Policy and have a
decontamination status certificate attached prior to arranging collection. Items will
not be removed without this information
Furniture is assessed for re-use and either re-used within the Trust (or stored to meet
future needs), donated to charity, auctioned or transferred to the main waste
compound and broken down into component parts for off-site recycling
Where external contractors are required to supply and move waste furniture their
vehicles shall be fit for purpose and compliant with all road use legislation and their
crew shall betrained to handle the waste as appropriate
A Waste Transfer Note system is to be used and kept on site for 2 years
Opportunities for reuse of furniture within RMH are considered as above
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WDD04

Catering waste including cooking oil

Definition

Food waste including items generated in restaurants, cafes and in staff, ward and patient
kitchen areas
Apple cores, banana skins, leftover food, food scraps, vegetable peelings etc

Examples
EWC Code/s

Hazard Code/s
Carriage
Regulations
Disposal
Container/s

Local storage
arrangements

Collection and
movement
arrangements
Central storage
arrangements

Transportation
Documentation
Disposal

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

20 03 01
20 01 08
20 01 25
Not applicable
Not applicable
Food caddies lined with clear bags. In restaurant areas, waste cooking oil is collected
free of charge in suitable containers and sent for recycling via specialist recycling
companies when new oil is delivered

Pedal-operated food bins or small food caddies lined with clear bags which must be easy
to clean and disinfect as appropriate to prevent risk of infection, odour and offence. In
areas that are segregating food waste, it must not be mixed with general or recycling
waste
Catering staff should remove bags when 3/4 full or at the end of each day and place bags
in the external purple food wheelie bins
Bags should not be over-filled and should be twisted at the neck and sealed
External purple food waste wheelie bins
Oil must be stored in suitable containers and containers stored upright
Storage facilities and containers shall be secured to prevent access to waste by vermin
External purple wheelie bins to be cleaned as necessary by ISS
External purple wheelie bins are collected once a week in Sutton and twice a week in
Chelsea via ISS
A Waste Transfer Note system is to be used and notes kept on site for 2 years
Food waste - anaerobic digestion by appointed contractor
Cooking oil – recycled by appointed contractor
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WDD05

Chemicals

Description

Chemicals

Examples

Chemical waste in the Trust includes:
 Laboratory/diagnostic area chemicals, eg diagnostic vials, reagent kits or specimen
preservatives like formaldehyde or hydrochloric acid
 Fixer and developer from x-ray processing
 Therapeutic chemicals used directly for treatment or disinfection
 Disinfectants, cleaning agents, hand washing materials
Dependent on waste chemicals – please see advice from waste contractor, however
18 01 06* can be used (hazardous chemicals from human healthcare) or 18 01 07 (nonhazardous chemicals from human healthcare) but more detail will be required based on
actual chemicals present, eg fixer and developer have codes 09 01 04* and 09 01 01*
respectively
Waste chemicals falling in scope of the Carriage Regulations will require a Transport
Document included within the Consignment Note which may be on a continuation sheet.
The relevant information can be obtained from Safety Data Sheet (SDS) which is
supplied by the product manufacturers or from the Trust’s Dangerous Goods Safety
Advisor
Departments using chemicals regularly should arrange with their suppliers for the return
of any unused or contaminated chemicals
Departments wanting one-off chemical disposal should email Trust waste management
team at wastemanagement@rmh.nhs.uk to request disposal
Please note Safety Datasheets will be required prior to collection by the team

EWC and Hazard
Codes

Carriage
Regulations

Disposal container/s

Handling
Storage
Transport

Documentation

Disposal

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

Containers used must be appropriate for the type of chemical being disposed of and
chemicals falling in scope of the Carriage Regulations may require packaging in
containers relating to a ‘packing instruction’ as specified by the United Nations (UN)
number assigned to them. This information is found in the Safety Data Sheet (SDS)
which is supplied by the product manufacturers
Members of staff are advised to handle chemical waste with care and to ensure
appropriate PPE is worn
Chemical waste is stored in secure fire-proof external cabinets away from public access
prior to collection by external waste contractor
Containers used for the movement of chemical waste within the premises shall be
designed and constructed so they are easy to manually handle
External contractors used to collect chemical waste for disposal shall ensure their
vehicles are fit for the purpose and compliant with all relevant road use legislation
Where external contractors are required to move chemical waste which is deemed to be
hazardous, a Hazardous Waste Consignment Note is to be used and kept on site for 3
years
Trust waste management team at each site will make arrangements with a contractor
authorised to collect and process chemical waste appropriately
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WDD06

Clinical – Infectious – Orange Bags

Description

EWC Code

Waste consisting wholly or partly of blood or other bodily fluids and excretions that pose
a risk of infection but have NO pharmaceutical or chemical contamination and contains
no anatomical waste. Gypsum wastes must not be included
Soft wastes contaminated with any body fluids where infection is known or suspected, eg
swabs, dressings, masks, other materials contaminated with infectious bodily fluids.
Personal protective equipment (PPE) contaminated with bodily fluids from infected
patients or any PPE from isolation areas. Contaminated disposable cubicle curtains,
suction canisters etc
DO NOT place anatomical waste, metallic waste or chemically/pharmaceutically
contaminated items into this stream
18 01 03*

Hazard Code

HP9 (infectious)

Carriage
Regulations
Disposal
Container/s

UN3291 Clinical Waste unspecified NOS
UN approved packaging
UN approved orange bags marked “clinical waste for alternative treatment or
incineration” contained in fire retardant, rigid sided, lidded, pedal operated sack holders
or orange Bio-bin where appropriate

Local storage
arrangements
Collection and
movement
arrangements

Enclosed pedal operated sack holders clearly labelled to assist segregation and/or Bio
bins
Daily scheduled collections by ISS
Bags should be twisted at the neck and sealed with a tag traceable to the producing area
Staff must wear gloves when exchanging clinical waste bags
Bags should be handled by the neck and held away from the body
Waste must be placed into clinical waste carts located in ward/department dedicated
areas.
Orange bags must NOT be mixed with yellow bags/sharps bin, offensive waste or yellow
hard burn bins
Wheeled carts provided by the waste contractor used for the movement of clinical waste
in bags shall be designed and constructed to be easy to manually handle
Where external contractors are required to supply and move waste carts containing
clinical waste their vehicles shall be fit for the purpose and compliant with all road use
legislation including ADR and drivers trained appropriately
A Hazardous Waste Consignment Note is to be used for all consignments of clinical
waste collected by the appointed waste contractor and kept on site for 3 years
Suitably permitted Alternative Treatment Facility
Any package that is broken should not be transferred. The ward/department manager
should be called to the site and the offending items re-bagged by the original producers
of the waste. Blood spillages should be absorbed with granules then cleaned up. Any
further action will be on the advice of the Infection Prevention Control team

Examples

Central storage
arrangements

Transportation

Documentation
Disposal
Spillage
arrangements
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WDD07

Clinical – Orange Sharps Bins

Description

EWC Code

Sharps are items that cause cuts or puncture wounds and tear or penetrate the skin or a
clinical waste bag
Needles, syringes with needles attached, razors, stitch cutters, scalpels, single use
instruments etc
18 01 03* (infectious sharps with no pharmaceutical/chemical contamination)

Hazard code

HP9 (infectious)

Carriage
Regulations

Consignment note to state ‘UN3291 Clinical Waste unspecified NOS’.
UN-appproved sharps receptacles are suitable for the carriage of solids and not approved
for the carriage of liquids, however, most sharps will be contamianted with liquids.
Small quantities of liquids are unlikely to present a risk and such quantities in a sharps
reception are acceptable for transport. The pouring of liquid from partially used vials or
the discharging of syringes into sharps receptables is not permitted
Infectious sharps with no pharmaceutical/chemical contamination should be placed in
orange-lidded sharps containers. Container labels should be signed on assembly and
closure and partial-closure used when in use. Sharps containers that have not been
signed as safe to dispose of using the affixed label will not be collected

Examples

Disposal
Container/s

Example Areas

Phlebotomy or podiatry departments.

Local storage
arrangements

Stored out of reach of un-authorised users
Sharps bins must be signed at assembly and temporary closure should be used
Waste stored on floor areas in dirty utility room prior to collection by ISS staff
Sharps are not to be placed in yellow bags or stored in the same waste carts as yellow,
orange or tiger bag waste.
Daily scheduled collections by ISS
Sharps bins should be sealed when full to the line marked on the container and placed in
designated areas for collection
Sharps bin lids must be fully sealed and locked and labels on the sharps bins should be
fully completed by clinical staff prior to collection
Sharps are collected by the waste teams and segregated into clinical waste carts in the
main compounds according to their classification
Wheeled carts provided by the waste contractor used for the movement of sharps bins
shall be designed and constructed to be easy to manually handle
Where external contractors are required to supply and move waste carts containing
clinical waste their vehicles shall be fit for the purpose and compliant with all road use
legislation including ADR
A Hazardous Waste Consignment Note to be used for all consignment of clinical waste
collected by the appointed waste contractor and kept on site for 3 years
Suitably permitted hazardous waste incinerator
Any sharps bin that is broken should not be transferred. The ward/department manager
should be called to the site and the offending items re-boxed in a larger sharps bin by the
original producers of the waste. Blood spillages should be absorbed with granules then
cleaned up. Any further action will be on the advice of the Infection Prevention Control
team

Collection and
movement
arrangements

Central storage
arrangements
Transportation

Documentation
Disposal
Spillage
arrangements
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WDD08

Clinical – Infectious Cytotoxic – Purple Bags/Purple Lidded Bins

Description

Waste that poses a risk of infection and which has cytotoxic or cytostatic contamination

Examples

Materials contaminated with infectious bodily fluids and cytotoxic/cytostatic
contamination (not sharps)
Giving sets may be bagged and placed in yellow hard burn bin with purple lid
18 01 03* / 18 01 08* (bagged infectious clinical waste containing cytotoxics/cytostatics

EWC Code
Hazard code

Carriage
Regulations

Disposal
container/s

Local storage
arrangements
Collection and
movement
arrangements

Central storage
arrangements
Transportation

Documentation
Disposal
Spillage
arrangements

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

HP9 (infectious) and HP6 (toxic)
HP7 (carcinogenic)
HP10 (toxic for reproduction) and HP11 (mutagenic) for sharps waste contaminated with
cytotoxic/cytostatic medications
Consignment note to state ‘UN3291 Clinical Waste unspecified NOS’.
UN-appproved sharps receptacles are suitable for the carriage of solids and not approved
for the carriage of liquids, however, most sharps will be contamianted with liquids.
Small quantities of liquids are unlikely to present a risk and such quantities in a sharps
reception are acceptable for transport. The pouring of liquid from partially used vials or
the discharging of syringes into sharps receptables is not permitted
UN-approved purple bags contained in
Laboratory waste or unused/returned
pedal operated sack holders marked
cytotoxic medicines are to be placed into
‘cytotoxic contaminated wastes’
UN-approved yellow rigid containers with
purple lids

Bags stored in enclosed pedal operated sack holders. Containers used must be easy to
clean and disinfect (as appropriate) to prevent build-up of odour.
Daily scheduled collections by ISS
Bags should be twisted at the neck and sealed with a tag traceable to the area producing
the waste by ISS
Rigid containers must be labeled or tagged with the source of the waste and left for
collection by ISS.
Staff must wear gloves when handling cytotoxic wastes.
Bags must be placed into clinical waste carts located in ward/department dedicated areas.
Cytotoxic wastes must not be mixed with wastes of any other type
Wheeled carts provided by the waste contractor used for the movement of sharps bins
shall be designed and constructed to be easy to manually handle.
Where external contractors are required to supply and move waste carts containing
clinical waste their vehicles shall be fit for the purpose and compliant with all road use
legislation including ADR
A Hazardous Waste Consignment Note is to be used for all consignment of clinical
waste collected by appointed waste contractor and kept for 3 years
Suitably permitted incinerator site
Any split bags should not be transferred. The ward/department manager should be called
to the site and the offending items re-bagged the original producer of the waste.
Cytotoxic spills should be cleared with a cytotoxic spill kit. Any further action will be on
the advice of the Infection Prevention Control team

Estates
Waste Manager
HSSC; IPCC
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WDD09

Clinical – Purple Sharps Bins

Description

Sharps contaminated with cytotoxic or cytostatic medications

Examples

Needles, syringes with needles attached, broken glass ampoules, infusions, giving sets
etc
18 01 03* / 18 01 08* (infectious sharps with cytotoxic/cytostatic contamination)

EWC Code
Hazard code

Carriage
Regulations

Disposal
Container/s

HP9 (infectious) and HP6 (toxic)
HP7 (carcinogenic)
HP10 (toxic for reproduction) and HP11 (mutagenic) for sharps waste contaminated with
cytotoxic / cytostatic medications
Consignment note to state ‘UN3291 Clinical Waste unspecified NOS’.
UN-appproved sharps receptacles are suitable for the carriage of solids and not approved
for the carriage of liquids, however, most sharps will be contamianted with liquids.
Small quantities of liquids are unlikely to present a risk and such quantities in a sharps
reception are acceptable for transport. The pouring of liquid from partially used vials or
the discharging of syringes into sharps receptables is not permitted
Infectious sharps with cytotoxic/cytostatic contamination should be placed in purplelidded sharps containers. Container labels should be signed on assembly and closure and
partial-closure used when in use. Sharps containers that have not been signed as safe to
dispose of using the affixed label will not be collected

Example Areas

Delivery suites, Chest Clinics, Rheumatology Clinics, Eye Clinics , Urology

Local storage
arrangements

Stored out of reach of un-authorised users.
Sharps bins must be signed at assembly, lid and label colour must match. Temporary
closure should be used.
Waste stored on floor areas in dirty utility room prior to collection by ISS staff.
Sharps are not to be placed in yellow bags or stored in the same waste carts as yellow,
orange or tiger bag waste.
Daily scheduled collections by ISS
Sharps bins should be sealed when full to the line and placed in designated areas
Sharps bin lids must be fully sealed and locked and labels on the sharps bins should be
fully completed by clinical staff prior to collection by ISS
Sharps are collected by ISS staff and segregated into clinical waste carts in the main
compounds according to their classification
Wheeled carts provided by the waste contractor used for the movement of sharps bins
shall be designed and constructed to be easy to manually handle.
Where external contractors are required to supply and move waste carts containing
clinical waste their vehicles shall be fit for the purpose and compliant with all road use
legislation including ADR.
Suitably permitted hazardous waste incinerator
Any sharps bin that is broken should not be transferred. The ward/department manager
should be called to the site and the offending items re-boxed in a larger sharps bin by the
original producers of the waste. Cytotoxic spills should be cleared with a cytotoxic spill
kit. Any further action will be on the advice of the Infection Prevention Control Team

Collection and
movement
arrangements
Central storage
arrangements
Transportation

Disposal
Spillage
arrangements

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

Estates
Waste Manager
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WDD10

Clinical – Infectious Drug Contaminated – Yellow Bag or Hard Burn Bins

Description

Waste that poses a risk of infection and which has pharmaceutical or chemical
contamination.
Materials contaminated with infectious bodily fluids and pharmaceuticals, eg unautoclaved diagnostic specimens, laboratory waste
Wastes containing free-flowing liquids and pharmaceuticals, eg chest drains, IV bags
should be disposed of in yellow hard burn bins
18 01 03* / 18 01 09 –(bagged infectious clinical waste containing pharmaceuticals - not
cytotoxic/cytostatic)
18 01 03* / 18 01 06* (infectious wastes contaminated with chemicals eg, specimens in
preservatives)
HP9 (infectious) and HP4 (irritant) & HP5 (Harmful) for chemicals present

Examples

EWC Code

Hazard code
Carriage
Regulations
Disposal
container/s

Consignment notes to state: “UN3291 Clinical Waste unspecified N.O.S” and UN
approved yellow bags or hard burn bins to be used, including with markings “UN3291
Clinical Waste unspecified N.O.S” and labeled with the Class 6 hazard warning
UN approved yellow bags marked “clinical waste UN approved yellow rigid
for incineration” contained in fire retardant, rigid
containers (also known as Griff or
sided, lidded, pedal operated sack holders, or
WIVA bins), labelled with source
yellow Bio-bins if appropriate
of origin and date

.
Local storage
arrangements
Collection and
movement
arrangements

Central storage
arrangements
Transportation

Documentation
Disposal
Spillage
arrangements

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

Bags stored in enclosed pedal operated sack holders. Containers used must be easy to
clean and disinfect (as appropriate) to prevent build-up of odour.
Daily scheduled collections by ISS
Bags should be removed by ISS when 3/4 full or at the end of the clinical day
Bags should be twisted at the neck and sealed with a tag traceable to area producing the
waste by ISS
Rigid containers must be labeled or tagged with the source of the waste
Staff must wear gloves when exchanging clinical waste bags
Waste must be placed into clinical waste carts located in ward/department dedicated
areas. Yellow bags must NOT be mixed with orange bags/sharps bin, offensive waste
(tiger stripe bags), orange bags or yellow hard burn bins
Wheeled carts provided by the waste contractor or the movement of clinical waste in
bags shall be designed and constructed to be easy to manually handle.
Where external contractors are required to supply and move waste carts containing
clinical waste their vehicles shall be fit for the purpose and compliant with all road use
legislation including ADR
A Hazardous Waste Consignment Note is to be used for all consignment of clinical
waste collected by the appointed waste contractor and kept for 3 years
Suitably permitted hazardous waste incinerator
Any package that is broken should not be transferred. The ward/department manager
should be called to the site and the offending items re-bagged by the original producers
of the waste. Blood spillages should be absorbed with granules then cleaned up. Any
further action will be on the advice of the Infection Prevention Control Team

Estates
Waste Manager
HSSC; IPCC
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WDD11

Clinical – Yellow Sharps Bins

Description

Sharps are items that cause cuts or puncture wounds and tear or penetrate the skin or a
clinical waste bag. Contaminated with pharmaceuticals or chemicals
Pharmaceutically contaminated needles, syringes with needles attached, broken glass
ampoules, scalpels, blades and the sharps part of infusion sets, etc
18 01 03* / 18 01 09 (infectious sharps with pharmaceutical contamination but not
cytotoxic/ cytostatic)

Examples
EWC Code
Hazard code
Carriage
Regulations

Disposal
Container/s

Example Areas
Local storage
arrangements

Collection and
movement
arrangements

Central storage
arrangements
Transportation

Documentation

Disposal
Spillage
arrangements

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

HP9 (infectious) and HP6 (toxic)
Consignment note to state ‘UN3291 Clinical Waste unspecified NOS’.
UN-appproved sharps receptacles are suitable for the carriage of solids and not approved
for the carriage of liquids, however, most sharps will be contamianted with liquids.
Small quantities of liquids are unlikely to present a risk and such quantities in a sharps
reception are acceptable for transport. The pouring of liquid from partially used vials or
the discharging of syringes into sharps receptables is not permitted
Infectious sharps containing a quantity of medicinal product i.e. un-discharged, fully or
partially discharged sharps should be placed in yellow-lidded sharps containers.
Container labels should be signed and dated on assembly and closure and partial-closure
used when in use. Sharps containers that have not been signed as safe to dispose of
using the affixed label will not be collected

Most wards and clinics
Stored out of reach of un-authorised users. Sharps bins must be signed at assembly.
Waste stored on floor areas in dirty utility room prior to collection by ISS staff.
Sharps are not to be placed in yellow bags or stored in the same waste carts as yellow,
orange or tiger bag waste
Daily scheduled collections by ISS
Sharps bins should be sealed when full to the line marked on the container and placed in
designated areas for collection by the ISS staff
Sharps bin lids must be fully sealed and locked and labels on the sharps bins should be
fully completed by clinical staff prior to collection
Sharps are collected by ISS staff and segregated into clinical waste carts in the main
compounds according to their classification
Wheeled carts provided by the waste contractor used for the movement of sharps bins
shall be designed and constructed to be easy to manually handle.
Where external contractors are required to supply and move waste carts containing
clinical waste their vehicles shall be fit for the purpose and compliant with all road use
legislation including ADR
A Hazardous waste consignment sheet / Transport Document is to be used for all
consignment of clinical waste collected by the appointed waste contractor. The
consignment note must be kept on site for 3 years
Suitably permitted hazardous waste incinerator.
Any sharps bin that is broken should not be transferred. The ward/department manager
should be called to the site and the offending items re-boxed in a larger sharps bin by the
original producers of the waste. Blood spillages should be absorbed with granules then
cleaned up. Any further action will be on the advice of the Infection Prevention Control
Team.
Estates
Waste Manager
HSSC; IPCC
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WDD12

Confidential Waste

Description

EWC Code

Items containing sensitive or confidential data relating to the security of the Trust, staff,
finances, patients etc
Any used materials containing personnel or patient identifiable data including case notes,
correspondence, patient labels, address labels, waiting list print outs, telephone numbers,
post-it notes etc
20 01 01 (confidential paper waste collected separately from other wastes)

Hazard Code

Not applicable

Carriage
Regulations
Disposal
Container/s

Not applicable

Examples

Local storage
arrangements
Collection and
movement
arrangements
Central storage
arrangements
Transportation
Documentation

Disposal

Spillage
arrangements

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

Navy blue secure wheelie bins for confidential paper are distributed across Trust sites.
In areas where there is no lift access, white bags are used as a contingency measure.

Some departments prefer to use cross shredding machines, in which case the shredded
paper can be disposed on in the green bags/through the recycling waste stream
Confidential paper to be stored in secure area in designated wheelie bins/bag as above
Collected on request by Trust waste management team:
email confidentialwaste@rmh.nhs.uk stating location, volume, contact details etc.
Where bags are in use, these should be removed when 3/4 full and sealed ready for
collection
Bags and bins are removed by Trust waste management team and stored in secure,
lockable areas. ISS manage off-site disposal via permitted waste contractor for off-site
shredding
Where external contractors are required to move confidential paper waste their drivers
and their assistants shall be trained to handle the waste as appropriate.
Where external contractors are required to move confidential waste, a Waste Transfer
Note system is to be used. The Waste Transfer Note must be kept on site for 2 years
from the date of collection of the waste. A Certificate of Destruction must be obtained
when the waste is destroyed
All confidential waste paper must be shredded to British Code of Practice (BS 8470) by
a secure and specialist contractor. Following shredding, the resultant material is sent for
low grade recycling uses
Any confidential waste bag that is broken should not be transferred. The
ward/department manager should be called to the site and the offending items re-bagged
into a second confidential waste bag by the original producers of the waste

Estates
Waste Manager
HSSC; IPCC
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WDDS13

General (also known as ‘domestic’/’household’/’municipal’)

Description

General waste is the same as, or similar to, waste from accommodation used purely for
living purposes and which is suitable for disposal by incineration with energy recovery
Food waste, food contaminated packaging including food containers, polystyrene, soft
plastic films, gloves from food preparation and handling etc.
At no time should general waste come into contact or be contaminated by sharps,
clinical, offensive, hazardous or radioactive waste
20 03 01
Not applicable
Not applicable

Examples

EWC Code
Hazard code
Carriage
Regulations
Disposal
Container/s

Local storage
arrangements
Collection and
movement
arrangements
Central storage
arrangements

Transportation

Documentation

Disposal
Spillage
arrangements

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

At all Trusts sites, domestic waste should be placed in clear bags inside bins labeled
‘General waste’ bins

Enclosed pedal operated sack holders. Containers used must be easy to clean and
disinfect to prevent risk of odour and offence.
Scheduled daily collections by ISS
Bags should be removed by ISS staff when ¾ full.
Staff should wear gloves when handling domestic waste bags.
Bags should be transferred to the nearest secure waste storage area sited in local disposal
rooms. Storage facilities and containers must be secured to prevent access to waste by
vermin. Bulk domestic waste storage (eg, skips or compactors, must be sited away from
food preparation, general storage and general public access areas
Wheelie bins/cages/trolleys used for the movement of domestic waste in bags shall be
designed and constructed to be easy to manually handle.
Wheelie bins/cages/trolleys must be regularly cleaned and drained to prevent infestation.
High pressure cleaning or disinfecting as appropriate should be undertaken at regular
intervals necessary to ensure containers are clean. Trolleys and carts must be disinfected
when spillages occur.
Where external contractors are required to supply and move skips and compactors for
domestic waste, their vehicles shall be fit for the purpose and compliant with all road use
legislation.
Where external contractors are required to move domestic waste their drivers and their
assistants shall be trained to handle the waste as appropriate.
Where external contractors are required to move domestic waste, a Waste Transfer Note
system is to be used. The Waste Transfer Note is to be kept on site for 2 years from the
date of collection of the waste. An annual waste transfer note (season ticket) can be used
if the waste type, point of production, point of disposal /management and the waste
contractor remain the same.
Incineration with energy recovery
Any package that is broken should not be transferred. The ward/department manager
should be called to the site and the offending items re-bagged by the original producers
of the waste Any further action will be on the advice of the Trust Waste Manager.

Estates
Waste Manager
HSSC; IPCC
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WDDS14

Gardening

Definition
Examples
EWC Codes

Gardening waste materials from the clearance and upkeep of hospital sites
Grass cuttings, leaves, twigs, soil, plant tissue, trees, stones etc
20 02 01 (garden waste)
20 02 02 (soil and stones)
Not applicable
Not applicable

Hazard Codes
Carriage
Regulations
Disposal
container/s

Disposal

Waste is collected by the Estates gardeners and/or maintenance contractors and
disposal containers determined by the tasks undertaken.
Members of staff are to handle garden waste with care and wear gloves.
Gardening waste must not be stored on site without the express permission of Estates
Department, eg for timber, habitat creation etc.
If shredding/chipping/pulverising Trust plant or wood material takes place on the site,
the Trust will need to register an exemption for the shredding activity (T6 exemption).
If the shred/chipped materials are subsequently spread on Trust land to infer benefit to
the soil or to act as a mulch, the Trust must register an exemption (U12 or U13).
Exemptions are registered with the Environment Agency and valid for 3 years.
Dedicated contractor vehicle, eg pick-up truck
Waste Transfer notes for garden waste are required and must be retained by the
Trust for 2 years.
Composting is the preferred waste management route.

WDDS15

Genetically Modified

Handling
Storage

Transport
Documentation

For waste disposal guidance, please refer to the Trust’s Genetically Modified Organisms- Policy,
Procedures & Guidance for Compliance policy available on the intranet

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:
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Waste Manager
HSSC; IPCC
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WDDS16

Glass Waste

Definition

Glass waste (broken or whole) including bottles or containers that are NOT
contaminated with medicinal/pharmaceutical products
For glass waste (broken or whole) including bottles or containers contaminated
with medicinal/pharmaceutical products, see WDD19

Examples
EWC Code/s

Coffee jars, drinks bottles etc
20 01 02 (glass not contaminated with pharmaceuticals)

Hazard Codes
Carriage
Regulations
Disposal
container/s

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Glass that is unbroken including bottles or containers, eg coffee jars, drinks bottles
should be disposed of as recycling waste
Broken glass waste including bottles or containers NOT contaminated with
medicinal/ pharmaceutical product should be placed into a rigid container or
wrapped in newspaper and sealed so that the glass cannot penetrate through the
packaging. The outer packaging must be labeled ‘broken glass’
Unbroken pharmaceutical glassware (full, empty or partially full bottles or
containers contaminated with medicinal/pharmaceutical product s) should be
returned to Pharmacy or disposed of in the blue lidded pharmaceutical waste stream. It
must not be rinsed

Handling
Storage

Staff members are to handle glass waste with care and wear gloves when handling
broken glass
In secure dedicated locations away from public or vermin access

Transport

Wheelie bins/cages/trolleys used for the movement of waste within premises shall be
designed and constructed so they are easy to manually handle

Documentation

Disposal

Waste Transfer notes for glass not contaminated with medicinal/ pharmaceutical
products.
Waste Transfer notes for glass waste contaminated with medicinal/ pharmaceu tical
product (provided not cytotoxic/cytostatic)
Non-pharmaceutically contaminated glassware goes to recycling

WDDS17

IT

For all IT equipment please book collection via the Sphere icon placed on all desktops PCs

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

Estates
Waste Manager
HSSC; IPCC
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WDD18

Mercury including Dental Amalgam

Definition

Waste items containing mercury or materials contaminated with mercury from a mercury
spill and dental amalgam etc
Thermometers, mercury including spent and out-of-date capsules, excess mixed
amalgam, contents of amalgam separators. Thermometers, sphygmamometers and
materials contaminated with mercury from a mercury spill. For fluorescent tubes, see
WEEE WDD24
16 01 08*, 17 09 01* (elemental mercury)
18 01 10* (dental amalgam)
HP6 (toxic)
HP14 (ecotoxic)
HP15 (capable of yielding another substance after disposal which possesses a hazard
property).
Dental Amalgam should be placed in a container marked UN2025, mercury compound,
solid, NOS container should be marked with the toxic symbol which should be at least
100mm x 100mm unless the size of the container makes this not possible

Examples

EWC Code/s
Hazard Code/s

Carriage
Regulations

Disposal
container/s

Handling
Storage
Transport

Documentation

Disposal

Spillage

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

Where items containing mercury are no longer required e.g. sphygmamometers, staff
should email the Trust waste management team at wastemanagement@rmh.nhs.uk who
will collect and arrange for off-site specialist disposal via ISS. While collection is
awaited, such wastes must be stored safely and separate to other wastes and so as to
prevent damage on dropping. No attempt must be made to decant the mercury into
another container.
Dental amalgam containing mercury should be placed in white rigid receptacles (usually
< 0.5 litres) with a mercury suppressant.
Members of staff must wear protective PPE when handling mercury.
Mercury waste is to be stored in a secure location away from public access or access by
unauthorised staff.
Containers used for the movement of mercury waste within the premise shall be
designed and constructed so they are easy to manually handle.
Where external contractors are used to collect mercury waste for recovery or disposal,
their vehicles shall be fit for the purpose and compliant with all relevant road use
legislation.
External contractors are required to move mercury waste shall work in accordance with
local rules.
Where external contractors are required to move mercury waste, a Hazardous waste
consignment sheet / Transport Document is to be used. The consignment sheet must be
kept on site for 3 years.
Trust waste team will request ISS to make arrangements with a contractor authorised to
dispose of mercury waste to collect and process waste appropriately.
The contractor will hold appropriate licences for processing mercury.
Mercury waste resulting from mercury spills should be contained in specialist Mercury
Spills kits with mercury suppressant. Mercury spillage kit should include single use
gloves (of a type that does not allow mercury to pass through), paper towels, a bulb
aspirator of the collection of large droplets of mercury, a vapour mask (or appropriate
and specific filters for reusable mask), a suitable receptacle fitted with a seal and
mercury absorbent paste (equal parts of calcium hydroxide, flowers of sulphur and
water). Note that a vacuum cleaner must not be used as this will vent mercury to the
atmosphere.

Estates
Waste Manager
HSSC; IPCC
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WDD19

Non-hazardous Pharmaceutical (NOT Cytotoxic/Cytostatic)

Description

Expired, unused, over-prescribed, spilt and contaminated medicinal products, drugs,
vaccines, creams and sera that are no longer required
Full, partially full and empty medicine bottles, blister strips containing tablets, discarded
items contaminated with pharmaceuticals such as cups used for medication and items
with residues of drugs including drug vials, patient returns
18 01 09 (pharmaceutically active medications - non-hazardous
Non-hazardous pharmaceutical waste is classified into two categories:
1. Pharmaceutically active medicines other than cytotoxic & cytostatic
2. Non-pharmaceutically active medicines (glucose, saline solutions or Hartmann’s
Solution)
Not applicable
Where waste pharmaceuticals are carried in quantities below 30kg or 30litres, the
containers should be marked with the Limited Quantity labels measuring at least 100mm
x 100mm. No transport document required

Examples

EWC Code

Hazard code/s
Carriage
Regulations
Disposal
Container/s

Glucose, saline and Hartmann’s solutions that are not contaminated with other medicinal
products can be discharged down the drain and bags placed into the offensive waste
stream.
Partially opened blister packs, damaged medication or fully/partially full or empty waste
medicine bottles must be disposed of in a dedicated blue lidded pharmaceutical waste
container.
Items with residues of drugs which may also be infectious must be disposed of in the
yellow lidded/ labeled sharps bin, eg connecting tubing, syringe bodies.
Medicine bottles must NOT be rinsed out as this practice is prohibited by the sewage
undertaker.
Controlled drugs must be denatured prior to disposing in a blue bin. There may be a
denaturing kit which can also be discarded into the blue bin.
Blue lid/label UN approved non-cytotoxic/cytostatic medications. This container is not
for sharps or items contaminated with body fluids.

Local storage
arrangements
Collection and
movement
arrangements
Central storage
arrangements
Transportation

Documentation

Disposal
Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

Staff must ensure medicinal waste placed for collection by ISS staff is secured properly,
eg lids firmly fitted and labels signed
Medicinal waste storage areas shall be secured to prevent unauthorised access or access
to waste by vermin. Container lids must be properly closed and sealed and the labels
fully completed by clinical staff prior to collection by ISS
Pharmacy bins are collected by ISS waste staff and segregated into clinical waste carts in
the main compounds according to their classification
Containers used for the movement of medicinal waste within the premise shall be
designed and constructed so they are easy to manually handle
Contractors are required to move medicinal waste in accordance with local rules
For non-pharmaceutically active medications a Waste Transfer Note system is to be
used. The Waste Transfer Note is to be kept on site for 2 years from the date of
collection of the waste
Suitably permitted incinerator
Estates
Waste Manager
HSSC; IPCC
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WDD20

Offensive – Tiger Stripe Bag

Description

Non-infectious waste contaminated with body fluids, excretions and secretions that can
cause visual or odour offence. There must be NO infectious, pharmaceutical or chemical
contamination in the waste stream
Soft wastes contaminated with any body fluids where no infection is being managed, eg:
Continence and sanitary waste, empty non-pharmaceutically contaminated drip bags,
dressings, wipes, swabs, empty blood bags, gloves and other PPE with patient body
fluids on them eg aprons, masks and overshoes etc
18 01 04
Not applicable
Not applicable.

Examples

EWC Code
Hazard Code
Carriage
Regulations
Disposal
Container/s

Black and yellow striped bag contained in rigid, fire retardant, lidded pedal operated
sack holder marked ‘Offensive waste’ or tiger striped bio bin where appropriate

.
Local storage
arrangements
Collection and
movement
arrangements

Central storage
arrangements

Transportation

Documentation

Disposal
Spillage
arrangements

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

Enclosed pedal operated bins. Containers used must be easy to clean and disinfect (as
appropriate) to prevent build-up of odour.
Bags must be removed when 3/4 full or at the end of the day if in a clinic that is not used
daily by ISS.
Bags must be swan-neck sealed and secured with a numbered Trust tag traceable to
source by ISS.
Staff must wear gloves when exchanging offensive waste bags.
Bags must not accumulate in corridors, wards or other unsuitable places & must not
obstruct access routes or form a potential fire hazard.
Care should be taken when handling offensive waste as bags can be heavy.
Bags should be held by the necks.
Bags should be transferred to the nearest secure waste storage area sited in local disposal
rooms and placed in dedicated offensive waste carts.
Offensive waste should not be placed into clinical waste carts or otherwise mixed with
clinical (orange bag, sharps bins, rigid burn bin waste).
Storage facilities & containers must be secure to prevent access by vermin.
Offensive waste can only be compacted in specialist sealed compactor units.
Where external contractors are required to supply and move waste carts containing
offensive waste their vehicles shall be fit for the purpose and compliant with all road use
legislation.
Where external contractors are required to move offensive waste their drivers and their
assistants shall be trained to handle the waste as appropriate.
Where external contractors are required to move offensive waste, a Waste Transfer Note
system is to be used. The Waste Transfer Note is to be kept on site by the Trust for 2
years from the date of collection of the waste.
Incineration with energy recovery (deep landfill or recycling where facilities exist are
also permitted)
Any bag that is torn or otherwise broken must not be transferred. The offending items rebagged by the original producers of the waste. Blood spillages should be absorbed with
granules then cleaned up. Any further action will be on the advice of the Infection
Prevention Control or Trust waste management team.

Estates
Waste Manager
HSSC; IPCC
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Radioactive Contaminated Waste – datasheet under construction, please contact
Nuclear Medicine in the interim

Description
Examples
EWC Code
Hazard code
Carriage
Regulations
Disposal
Container/s
Example Areas
Local storage
arrangements
Disposal

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:
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WDDS22

Recyclable Waste

Description

Redundant materials for which a market exists for their collection, reprocessing and
reuse. Items that are capable of being recycled will display a symbol called a Mobius
Loop (see figure 1).

Fig 1: Mobius Loop

Fig 2: Different types of plastics

Figure 2 above represents the different grades of plastics and currently RMH can only
recycle plastics marked with numbers 1 and 2 (PETE and HDPE).

Examples
EWC Code

Hazard Code
Carriage
Regulations
Disposal
Container/s

Local storage
arrangements
Collection and
movement
arrangements
Central storage
arrangements
Transportation

Disposal
Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

Recycling must not be contaminated with food waste. Paper towels are not
recyclable and should be put in the General/clear bag waste stream
Materials recycled at RMH’s sites include hard plastics (see note above on plastics),
cardboard, non-confidential paper and drinks cans (steel & aluminum)
20 03 01 (mixed recycling)
20 01 01 (cardboard/collected separately from other recyclates)
20 01 40 (metals/collected separately from other recyclates)
Not applicable
Not applicable
Items for recycling must be discarded in green bags in labeled recycling bins. Large
items of cardboard must be flat-packed in dedicated storage areas
To facilitate increased recycling, small ‘at-‘desk’ bins are not permitted at RMH

Enclosed pedal operated sack holders. Containers used must be easy to clean and
disinfect (as appropriate) to prevent risk of odour and offence.
Collected daily by ISS
Bags should be removed by ISS staff when ¾ full and bags securely tied to prevent loss
of waste
Bags should be transferred to the nearest recycling wheeled cart for disposal.
Storage facilities and containers shall be secured to prevent access to waste by vermin.
Wheeled carts are collected by ISS staff and taken to the main waste compound pending
collection. Where external contractors are required to supply and move recycling waste
carts or skips their vehicles shall be fit for the purpose and compliant with all road use
legislation.
Permitted recycling site
Estates
Waste Manager
HSSC; IPCC
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Toners

Definition

Waste cartridges and ink cartridges from printers, photocopiers and faxes

Examples

Toner, inkjet, laser, cartridges etc

EWC Code/s

08 03 18 (waste printing toner)

Hazard Codes

Not applicable

Carriage
Regulations
Disposal
container/s

Not applicable

Handling

Staff are advised to check the weights of single or multiple containers when lifting

Storage

Waste cartridges must not accumulate in corridors, wards or other unsuitable places and
must not obstruct access routes or form a potential fire hazard.
Dispose of cartridges when they arise where possible to prevent storage requirements
Trolleys used for the movement of toner cartridges within the premise shall be designed
and constructed so they are easy to manually handle.
External contractors (including couriers) used to collect toner cartridges for recycling
must be licensed waste carriers
Where external contractors are required to move domestic waste, a Waste Transfer Note
system is to be used. The Waste Transfer Note is to be kept on site by the Trust for 2
years from the date of collection of the waste
The Trust operates a Trust-wide toner cartridge recycling scheme as majority of areas
now have large Multi-Functional Devices (MFD). Toners are either returned to the
suppliers when new supplies are delivered or sent for recycling via charity collection
schemes

Transport

Documentation

Disposal

Authoring Department:
Author Title:
Ratified By:

Used cartridges should be placed in a box (ideally the box from which the original or
replacement toner came) or a bag to contain the ink.
Contact Trust waste management team at wastemanagement@rmh.nhs.uk to arrange
collection and dispposal

Estates
Waste Manager
HSSC; IPCC
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Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)

Definition

Waste electrical & electronic equipment (not IT waste)

Examples

Fridges, fluorescent lamps, kettles etc

EWC Codes

20 01 21* (fluorescent tubes)
20 01 23* (fridges and freezers)
20 01 35* (hazardous WEEE)
20 01 36 (non-hazardous WEEE)
HP6 (toxic)
HP3 (flammable)
Containers, where relevant, are dependent on the type, size and number of WEEE items
being disposed of
Members of staff are advised to check the weight of WEEE prior to attempting to lift or
carry items.

Hazard Code/s
Disposal
container/s
Handling

Storage

Fluorescent tubes must be held in secure “tube coffins” with cardboard removed.
WEEE pending collection from wards/departments is required to be stored in a secure
location and not blocking public walkways or fire doors
WEEE stored pending collection from the Trust must be stored in a secure location such
that all reasonable precautions taken to ensure waste can’t escape and the public can’t
gain access to the waste
Fridges and Freezers must be stored upright either with the doors removed or taped shut
Fridges/freezers must be stored in a manner that will prevent the release of the CFC,
HCFC and HFC; number of units in any stack must not exceed 2; overall height of any
stack must not exceed 3.5m.
Contact Trust waste management team at wastemanagement@rmh.nhs.uk to arrange
disposal

Transport

Documentation

Trolleys used for the movement of WEEE within the premise must be designed and
constructed so they are easy to manually handle
Where external contractors are used to collect WEEE for disposal, their vehicles must be
fit for the purpose and compliant with all relevant road use legislation.
Where external contractors are required to move hazardous WEEE, a Hazardous waste
consignment sheet must be used. The consignment note must be kept on site by the
Trust for 3 years. Where non-hazardous WEEE is moved, a waste transfer note must be
kept on site by the Trust for 2 years.

When the Trust buys new EEE it must obtain and retain the WEEE registration number of the equipment producer to
contact the producer when the Trust needs to dispose of the products
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